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Your company’s volunteer initiative can be a very positive experience for the 

organization and the employees who participate.  It provides an opportunity 

to strengthen the team dynamics in your organization while positively 

impacting those people that your initiative will serve.

To maximize the benefits and minimize the risk of missed expectations 

associated with your volunteer initiative, there are a number of important 

considerations to include in your planning:

The What

The Why

The How 

The Who

The When



The What

The Why

The HowThe Who

The When
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Keeping up with the daily demands of your business and customers 

can make it very challenging to find the time to kick off your 

company’s volunteer initiative.  Defining exactly what you and your 

employees hope to achieve will be very helpful to creating the 

energy needed to start…and to finish…your volunteer initiative.  Host 

a team brainstorming session to discuss your goals by asking 

yourselves a few key questions such as:

 Do you wish to choose something that aligns with your business?  

i.e. a skill based volunteer initiative?

 Do you want to choose something that merges with your 

employee’s passions and reasons for giving?

 Who do you want to help?

 What do you expect to accomplish and how will you know if you 

have accomplished your objectives?



The company’s motivation for supporting a volunteer initiative may 

differ from the employees who are giving of their time and talents.  

Both are important to understand so that the initiative is positive for 

all stakeholders – your company, your employees and those benefiting 

from your volunteer initiative.

The company may want to create the ‘win-win’ situation whereby the 

initiative is making a positive impact on the community and the 

initiative itself exposes the company’s name and services to that 

community.

The employee’s ‘win-win’ situation may be participating in this  

positive volunteer initiative while getting a chance to use the skills 

and talents they don’t often have an opportunity to showcase.



Planning is a process not a one time event.  It is during the planning 
process that you may expose issues that make your original volunteer 
initiative more complex than you had intended.  

You may find that your original objectives need to be ‘tuned down’ to 
better match your available resources.  This is natural.  

It is much better to modify your objectives to match your resources 
then to abandon your volunteer initiative. 



To ensure you and your team understand the effort to complete the 
initiative, begin the planning process by answering the following 
questions:

 What are the major tasks associated with this volunteer initiative?

 How much time will each task take to complete?

List each task and your time estimates on a worksheet.  This will form 
the basis of your plan.  You will expand upon the worksheet 
throughout the planning process.



A volunteer initiative offers the company and its employees an 

opportunity to work outside the traditional company hierarchy.  To 

form a  positive and effective team, review each task on your task list 

and think about what skills and talent are required to complete the 

task.   Don’t assign any names yet!  

The employees’ skills will likely align differently to the volunteer 

project than to their day job.  This is an opportunity to maximize 

each person’s opportunity to shine and contribute!
◦ Working within a comfort zone is important for all participants – make sure 

people are very involved in selecting what role they want to fulfill on the 

volunteer initiative

◦ Supervisors and employees will have an opportunity to work together differently 

– this has great potential for team building and generating new understanding 

amongst the team



For each task on your list, identify a target date for completing the 

task.  In doing so, make sure you have your tasks listed in a logical 

order.

Defining a clear and concise timeline will allow the initiative to flow 

and this will help ensure that those involved remain engaged and 

focused.



 Once you have successfully answered and outlined the What, Why, 

How, Who, and When, you’ve made great progress by initiating 

your volunteer project and starting the project plan.

 Clarifying your plan and executing your volunteer initiative are 

your next steps 

 What follows are some pointers to help you clarify your plan.  It is 

important that these align with your organizations general business 

planning

 Once the volunteer initiative has been successfully executed, a 

company debriefing or lessons learned session will help you and 

your team celebrate what went well and learn from those things 

that did not go well.  This will make next year’s initiative all the 

better!





For each task you have defined, determine if there is a cost to completing the 
task.  

If needed, redefine some tasks to better align with your planned budget.  It is 
always better to modify the plan than to abandon it!

Think through the commitment you are willing to make to fund 

your volunteer project

Task Budget Item Estimate Alternatives

Gather Prizes Cost of prize $500.00 Seek donations 

Volunteer care Lunch & snacks for 

event day

$200.00

Total Budget $700.00



Review each of the tasks on your worksheet and the key skills you previously 
identified as important to the successful completion of the task.  

Make sure you consider both what you know about your employee and what it 
is they want to do to contribute to this initiative.  Remember that you are a 
team in this situation so don’t make the mistake of treating this as ‘work’ for 
your employees.  

Matching your team to the work will increase everyone’s 

satisfaction with the commitment

Task Skills Team Member Alternatives

Gather Prizes Charming and 

cajoling!

Betty Lou George

Volunteer care Caring and 

sensitive

Frank Lisa

Write flyer Good writer, funny Bridget Betty Lou



With your ‘what’ defined, discuss the key messages you want to give 

for the following audiences:

 The people you want to help

 The team members on the volunteer project

 Your customers

 Others?

With your messages defined, decide how you would like to deliver the 

message – is it a visit?  Is it an update on your website?  A flyer in 

your window?  Make sure the communication tasks are on your plan.

Clear messages for use by your team will clarify the mission for all!



Review each of the tasks on your worksheet and identify where things might 
go wrong.

For each risk you identify, brainstorm with your team how you might avoid the 
risk by adding other tasks to your plan.  In addition, think about how you 
could respond to that risk if it does happen to minimize its impact on your 
initiative.

Thinking ahead about potential pitfalls will help you avoid them!

Task Risks Alternatives

Set up outdoor event Weather

Team Attendance Last minute drop outs Assign ‘floaters’ to cover 

all bases



 What went well?

 What did not go well and why?  

 How might we improve next time?





Just Projects Inc manages projects for our customers.  We believe many of the concepts of project 
management can be shared with other small businesses in the community to help them improve 
the success of their volunteer initiative.  In our experience, planning improves the results every 
time!   Assisting companies with their volunteer initiatives by using what we know about 
project management is a way for us to ‘give back’.  Helping you help others is our volunteer 
initiative.

Our Director, Corporate Relations, Diane Wadham is available to help you with your volunteer 
project.  Diane’s job is to work with you to plan your volunteer project by using this simplified 
project toolkit.  We believe this will help maximize the impact of your volunteer project.

Things we can do to help you with your initiative:

 Assist you with the planning of your initiative

 Provide guidance as to how best to manage the challenges you will face when executing your 
volunteer project

 Facilitate the ‘lessons learned’ when your volunteer project is completed 

Things we cannot help you do:

 Direct your volunteers

 Provide ‘hands on’ assistance in executing your volunteer initiative

We believe that together we can both contribute!  Let us know how we can help by contacting 
Diane at diane.wadham@justprojects.ca
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